A Chatbot for Study Advice
Questions include, but are not limited to...

- How can I transfer credits from another study program?
- Where and when do I have to register for a thesis?
- Can I also attend two seminars?
- Can I also do a thesis together with a company?
Questions include, but are not limited to...
A 2020s solution should look like this:

Documents & Regulations

Web Pages & Further Sources
Your Tasks & Challenges

• **Overall goal:** Develop a chatbot for study advice

• Look at chatbot frameworks

• Feed them with specific documents

• Make sure advice is reliable
  • e.g., provides sources

• Evaluate quality
  • e.g., based on existing (anonymized) requests
  • in English and German
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You...

...speak both German and English
...are knowledgeable in programming
...have attended at least one NLP lecture

...want to work on a project that improves your life!